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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2069

A RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING AND COMMENDING HIDILYN DIAZ FOR MAKING HISTORY IN WINNING THE PHILIPPINES’ FIRST OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL BY WINNING THE WOMEN’S 55-KILOGRAM WEIGHTLIFTING CATEGORY IN THE 2020 OLYMPICS HELD AT TOKYO, JAPAN

WHEREAS, Ms. Hidilyn Diaz won the gold medal in the Women’s Weightlifting 55-kilogram category in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics last July 26, 2021;

WHEREAS, the historic gold medal win of Ms. Hidilyn Diaz in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics put an end to the Philippines’ 96-year journey towards the country’s first gold medal in the Olympics;

WHEREAS, Ms. Diaz’s win is a shining testament to the vast victories that Filipino women and men can achieve with unrelenting determination, perseverance, hard work, passion, and strong support from the Filipino community;

WHEREAS, Ms. Diaz’s outstanding victory will remain an inspiration to millions of Filipinos in the nation and around the world, a story that will sure to reverberate in this current generation to the next;

WHEREAS, in this time of immense global crisis and strife, Ms. Diaz’s Olympic triumph is a light that shines to millions of Filipinos the comforting truth that we as a nation can overcome Herculean challenges as long as we have the indomitable Filipino spirit;

NOW THEREFORE, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved by the House of Representatives of the Philippines, to congratulate and commend Hidilyn Diaz for making history in winning the Philippines’ first Olympic gold medal by winning the Women’s 55-kilogram Weightlifting Category in the 2020 Olympics.

ADOPTED,

REP. SHIRLYN L. BAÑAS-NOGRALES  
1st District, South Cotabato  
General Santos City